Rules for the “PLAYERS’ DRAFT” Event – DPDCL 2018-19

Rules for the PLAYERS’ DRAFT Event
Dhaka Premier Division Cricket League (DPDCL) 2018-19
Cricket Committee of Dhaka Metropolis (CCDM)
Bangladesh Cricket Board (BCB)

1. The CCDM shall provide to all participating clubs of Premier Division Cricket League
2017-18 a full list of players with players’ designated grades prior to the PLAYERS’ DRAFT
event.
2. Each Club will be given a maximum of 06 (Six) Accreditation Cards for the PLAYERS’
DRAFT program. No one will be allowed to represent a club in the PLAYERS’ DRAFT
program without the Accreditation Card. The name of the representatives must be
registered prior to the commencement of the PLAYERS’ DRAFT event.
3. The order of the clubs for the rounds will be decided by a lottery. The Clubs will enter
the lottery by maintaining a serial according to their respective standing of the last
edition (2017-18) of the Dhaka Premier Division Cricket League to decide the order of
the Clubs in which they will call their players of choice.
4. There will be a minimum 11 (Eleven) Rounds of ‘Players Calling’ (refer to clause no 11
for further call).
5. For each set there will be 2 (Two) rounds of calls. Each club will get one opportunity to
call in each round.

6. A club may pick a player from any Grade in the 11 ROUNDS (or further round) of player
calling.
7. For second round of each set the order in which the clubs will call will be in reversed
order. For example, if a club gets to call first in the first round, they will call last in the
second chance and the order will follow. Please see below:

Round 1
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1
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8
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5
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3

11
2
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1

8. After 2 (Two) rounds (one set of call) there will be a fresh lottery to decide the order.
9. It is mandatory for each club/ team to pick minimum 08 (Eight) players from the
PLAYERS’ DRAFT list.
10. A team has the option to PASS a maximum of 03 (Three) rounds of the 11 (Eleven)
Round of player calls.
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11. If any club or clubs decides to take more players after 11 rounds of call, fresh lottery
will take place to decide the order.
12. Each Club will have the option to retain a maximum of 03 (Three) players from any
Grade from respective club’s last year squad (Squad of 2017-2018 edition).
13. However, the retained players shall be paid according to grade and value stated in the
PLAYERS’ DRAFT list of 2018-19. The club/s should submit this/these player/s name to
CCDM in writing prior to the PLAYERS’ DRAFT program.
14. The 02 (Two) promoted clubs from the Dhaka First Division Cricket League 2017-18 will
have the option (i.e. not mandatory) to retain a maximum 03 (Three) players from the
last squad of Dhaka First Division Cricket League 2017-18. The club/s should submit this/
these player/s name to CCDM in writing prior to the PLAYERS’ DRAFT program.
15. In such a scenario, where the promoted team/s decide not to retain player/s then they
will be given the option to pick maximum 03 (Three) player/s from any Grade prior to
the start of the PLAYERS’ DRAFT process. The Clubs will enter the lottery by maintaining
a serial according to their respective standing of the last edition (2017-18) of the First
Cricket League to decide the order of the Clubs in which they will call their players of
choice.
16. It is mandatory for each club/team to pay the retained or picked (for two newly
promoted clubs) player’s 50% fee’s prior to the player’s draft program (See “playing
contract” clause 2.2). In case of failure to follow this clause, the retained player(s) of
the concerned club/team(s) shall be considered as free player(s) and they shall be
included in the Draft list prior to the player’s DRAFT Program.
17. The player(s) who are not picked at end of all rounds, will be considered as FREE
player(s) and shall have the liberty to negotiate with any club directly. However,
concern player(s) fees will not exceed his/ their original Grade Fee mentioned in
PLAYERS’ DRAFT list.
18. The players, who are not included in the list, shall also be considered as FREE players
and shall have the liberty to negotiate with any club. However, their fees shall not
exceed the price stipulated for lowest grade in the list. The club needs to apply to the
Chairman of CCDM for the approval to register the free players.
19. The CCDM will provide the clubs a copy of the ‘Player’s Binding Agreement’, which
must be executed by and between the respective club(s) and the respective player(s)
representing the club for the DPDCL 2018-19 season. All clubs must submit all the duly
executed Player’s Binding Agreements (by the clubs with the players) to the CCDM prior
to the participation in the League.
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20. All the team(s)/club(s) must clear the players’ fees within the stipulated time stated in
‘Player’s Binding Agreement’. The CCDM reserve the rights to take stern actions
including docking points and the suspension from the Dhaka Premier Division Cricket
League against the club(s)/team(s), which fails to fulfil this compliance.
21. Player(s) who has/ have played in the current season in any other Divisions under CCDM,
shall not be allowed to register for DPDCL 2018-19, even if his/ their name is/ are
mistakenly included in the PLAYERS’ DRAFT list.
22. The BCB may ask at any time any player to report for National duty or to refrain playing
for a club for any reason(s) (e.g. injury etc). Further, if any of the players listed in the
PLAYERS’ DRAFT list obtains a No Objection Certificate (NOC) from BCB to participate
in any overseas tournament; he may make himself unavailable to the club for the
contracted season. In such cases the Club would be entitle to reduce the players fee on
a pro rata basis and the club would also be allowed a local replacement from the
available free players of any grade.
23. The decision of the ‘Draft Commissioner’ shall be FINAL and binding on all the clubs
regarding any dispute related to PLAYERS’ DRAFT.
24. The CCDM at its sole discretion shall decide on any player(s) eligibility in relation to his/
their participation in the league (i.e. DPDCL 2018-19).
25. If any of the above point conflicts with any other point and or meaning of any points is
confusing, the Chairman of the CCDM shall have the sole authority for any clarification/
interpretation and his decision shall be considered as FINAL and binding on all the Clubs.
26. After the draft the clubs can release maximum 03 (Three) player and can pick maximum
08 (Eight) players from other club(s)/team(s) based on mutual understanding before the
commencement of the Dhaka Premier Division Cricket League 2018-19.
27. CCDM reserves the rights to revise/modify/change any rules of Players Draft of DPDCL
2018-19 at its sole discretion at any time.

---------------------------- END --------------------------
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